S’pore sends 2 helicopters to help fight haze in Thai north

SINGAPORE has deployed two helicopters to help fight the haze blanketing the north of the country.

The two Singapore Army (SA) helicopters, which are stationed in Thailand as part of the joint bilateral Cope Tiger exercises, were deployed in Chiang Mai province, as tens of thousands of Thai farmers have been burning rice stubble and palm leaves in a bid to clear agricultural land.

Chiang Mai office. “No other fire has been detected or acknowledged. So far, no other fire has been detected or acknowledged,” he said.

The PMU readings in nine provinces, including Chiang Mai, Lampang and Mae Hong Son, were below Thailand’s acceptable level of 120 microparticles per cubic centimeter.

PMU readings in particular may vary by 10 microparticles in different provincial areas, he noted.

US calls for ASEAN patrols of South China Sea

LANGKAWI – The commander of the US Seventh Fleet called on South-east Asian nations to form a combined maritime force to patrol the South China Sea, a vital region because of low natural resources and environmental issues.
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